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The scenario1
Jenny was lured by a magazine advertisement to join an $888 weight loss programme with a
beauty centre. Whenever she went for a treatment, she was repeatedly pressurized by the
beauty consultants to upgrade her plan. She was forced to listen to their requests while she
was naked on the message bed or confined to a weight loss machine. These highly trained
consultants have irresistible and persuasive skills and they do not take no for an answer.
Within a month, Jenny upgraded her $888 basic plan to a $188,888 diamond plan and was
heavily in debt to her credit card as a result. Jenny wants to know whether there are any legal
grounds on which she can set aside the whole weight loss contract in addition to the
unconscionable contract (as discussed in Part I2).
Undue influence
Legal definition
There was a contract between Jenny and the beauty centre for Jenny to buy the Diamond
programme for $188,888. The first thing to do is to analyze whether there are any vitiating
factors which would allow Jenny to set aside the contract. Looking at the facts in the scenario,
undue influence seems to be the most obvious possible factor.
There is no exhaustive list or precise definition as to what amounts to undue influence.3
Undue influence applies where a contract has been obtained by certain kinds of improper
pressure which fall short of duress.
The courts have distinguished undue influence into three classes: Class 1 – Actual undue
influence; Class 2A – Presumed undue influence (the relationship category approach); and
Class 2B – Presumed undue influence (the de facto relationship approach)4.
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Class 1 – Actual undue influence
Actual undue influence is described as dominance preventing the exercise of free will. It is
necessary for the victim to prove affirmatively the wrongdoer had actually exerted undue
influence on her to enter into the contract.5
In our case, Jenny was confined on a message bed and bombarded by repeated requests
and repetitive persuasions by a crowd of beauty consultants. This conduct may amount to
“dominance” considering the home advantage of the salespeople, and their knowledge of the
products being sold. When they refused to take “no” as an answer and it amounted to
“prevent exercise free will”.
However, if Jenny really brought the matter to the court, the beauty centre would definitely
deny those facts. Without an independent witness at the scene, I cannot evaluate the chance
of success in proving her claim of actual undue influence.
Class 2 –Presumed undue influence
To succeed in a Class 2A or Class 2B claim, there must be a fiduciary relationship between
the beauty centre and Jenny and the beauty centre must either exercised actual dominance6
or abuse of a relationship7 and the transaction must be manifestly disadvantageous to her8.
Class 2A – Presumed undue influence
For Class 2A to succeed, Jenny has to show that there was a relationship of trust and
confidence between her and the beauty centre within the “special relationship category”9
such as a doctor (known as the dominant party) and a patient10 (known as the subservient
party). If such special relationship existed, then the exertion of undue influence is
automatically presumed. The beauty centre has the burden to submit evidence to rebut such
a presumption.
However, I do not think a connection between the beauty consultants and a customer would
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fall into the special relationship category under class 2A unless the beauty consultants relied
on some sort of professional qualification11 so as to earn Jenny’s confidence.
Class 2B – Presumed undue influence
For Class 2B, where the relationship of the parties does not fall within the special relationship
categories, then Jenny has to establish a de facto relationship with the beauty centre under
which Jenny reposed trust and confidence in the beauty consultants so as enable them to
take unfair advantage of her.12
If Jenny could have established a relationship under which Jenny generally regained trust
and confidence in the beauty consultants then the presumption would be raised and the
burden of proof would shift. The onus would be on the beauty centre to prove the
non-existence of undue influence.
However, it does not take a sophisticated person to realize that those so-called “beauty
consultants” are in fact salespersons aimed at earning commission and meeting their sales
quota. In absence of other evidence, it might not be easy for Jenny to argue that she regained
trust and confidence on such a customer and salesperson relationship. Therefore, in my view,
Jenny would be unlikely to succeed in her Class 2B claim.
Effect of undue influence
If Jenny has been induced to enter the upgraded weight-loss contract by undue influence
then the effect would render the contract voidable and Jenny would be entitled to rescind the
contract within a reasonable time, as such rescission is an equitable remedy in which could
be defeated by undue delay.13
Conclusion
According to the facts of the scenario, neither Class 2A nor 2B – Presumed undue influence
could have arisen from the relationship between Jenny and the beauty centre. Hence, the
burden is on Jenny to prove on the balance of probabilities that the beauty consultants
exerted undue pressure to force her to enter the Diamond programme contract for the claim
of a Class 1 – Actual undue influence to operate. It is uncertain whether or not the claim
would succeed, as this would depend upon the evidence from both sides.
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